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������Ð it looks that…�p�Ëv(i �Þ°ÃÎÊJG¿°�=GàG

(1)  …, but it looks now that we’re turning the corner.           [ÆÇ 2006:207; LKL. Jul.2000]
� Þ[^�Ë
Yã\[�½`�Gà
(2)  The IB meeting in March considers all proposals discussed at the interim meeting, but it looks 

very much that this is the road we will tread.                                                                     [ibid .; WB]
�Þ3Ý�!¡ÉT�HÀâÕÐ�Xò\V� �Õ�����lmFe�EYÐÎ
Ë\'�ÐÛ �Ë�C ËeeR� � ËZ~N�½`�Gà

(3)  Or not so big, maybe, for it looks to me that even covered in shelves of wool and parka hood 
and blanket though he is, my father is smaller, even diminished beneath.          [ibid .; WB]

    Þd�[Ð��³[ ��ãePÐF[��`GR[`�V��Tô�êT�T@)T
óT�[\�°� \[�Ë�>�3ÐVeR/þ�d
�� \[�RVeR/

iP�x�½`S`Gà

ÆÇ (2006:207)½�R�it looks thatk�)��Ð�âÏ�Î�CRb[` as if/ as though/ 
likeRÐkF
�5�½`�"R[`	ò\��Fe\[�GC��?Ð�seemËR� it 
seems thatk�Ø�½
Ó=�V��ÐF[�RS� �G^��it looks as if/ as though
R�ô\F]�³�Ëd
�seemR lookÐ~ã\F�ô���Ëd�G
C�½`F��Ð�it looks thatk�eÔÐÌc�Ë�[�)���±�²[�W
b�
F�b�(ïË\[����ÐF[G[C�~³´Ð�°î�_�TÖõñ�%Ö��

bNe��nFË� it looks thatk�Ï� ^�G

(4)  a. it looks thatk�XY
b. it looks as if/ as though/ likeR�`�`��
c. it seems thatkR��[
d. it looks thatk�W
b��x���
e. it looks thatk�W
b�ÄP À

�<+�<+looklook�o�pq
(4)b'(Î�D�~kÐ lookË¾�o�pqF��u~\Fâþb�EÎ�G
��Àì (CALD 3, COB 5, MED 2, OALD 8, LAAD 2, LDCE 5)RQuirk et al .(1985), Huddleston 
and Pullum (2002), Carter and McCarthy (2006)F�bqË�®
�look�o�pqÐ
ÆÇ (2006)ïË� \[�R�
 (5)�½`^Rc� �Glook as if/as though/likeÐ�
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�ÞâÏ�n�CRZ[\à^��5�½`�"R[`�ô�d�G

(5)  a. It looks as if it will rain.Þ^��^Ë4�½`�Gà
    b. It looks as though it will rain.Þ^��^Ë4�½`�Gà

c. It looks like a pear.Þ^��Fn�½`�Gà 　　　　　　　　　  [ÆÇ 2006:207]

��Àì½�R�lookÐ linking verb�d
 seem��ô�d�G�����[� �C
RÐF[G^�LDCE 5½�R it looks as if/ as though/ likeÐ it seems likely thatRæe¼
xYY�d�GHuddleston and Pullum (2002)V�seem = lookRn\[�GOALD 8Ð�¼

S_ó�����Ð as if, as though���
 likeË�[� �Ë�"�_%æeO��Ð
[ �ÐÇnPF[Rîïn\[�G

�� seem�d�Ë���ÀìÐ lookR�=½` linking verb�d
�����Ð�[
� F[Rd�Gseem�o�pqÐ�to-in� nitive, (to K ) + thatk�as if/though, like�d�G
�Carter and McCarthy (2006:676)Ð�dummy itbÃ�R�1� appear, feel, look, seem, 
soundbd��[ - �1��o�pqb°î�½`^Rc\[�G

Table 1  The typical complementation patterns of appear, feel, look, seem, and sound in Carter and 
McCarthy (2006:676)

   

              

                                          

*sbÐ somebody�n�V�d�Þ¿°� table�V�=GàG

yî�Table 1½
�seemÐ to-in� nitive, that-clause, like + clause, as if + clause� 4Z�
o�pqbR
 5Z�1��`�WVOóF1�R[x�G^� 4Z�o�pq�`� as if 
+ clauseÐ�ÎË\�1��v(i ���OóFo�pqR[x�G

�² x�y�z�{



e�T%fÐ�Table 1�¾
y�� \[�1���ô\jb�seemÐÃv\FS	�
lookÐÅP���S	�appearÐ seemR look����VRVRÅP���S	b�ÎË�
á_P½��mb�Î .soundÐT¤õ�±
½�S	b�Î ."R��n\[�G

ã<+ã<+as if/ as thoughas if/ as though��?��?

�~kÐ�as if, as though��?bïË�G&�\ as if, as thoughkÐ�ÞâÏ�n�
CRZ[\à^��5�d���½`"��ô�������kRn\XYn as if, as 
thoughkÐ°î�?ËÌc� �Þ:Ðn�GàG

(6)  She treats me as if I’m/ I was/ I were  a stranger.                   [Quirk et al . 1985:1110]
                        
Ýí (2005:613)Ð�as if/ as thoughk�Ðk��â�Ë�l�"b�n\[�F�}OÒV�
�``�"b�n\[�F�}OÒ``VË�[� �RïË\[�G^��a�? 1�|

Rn\�Ãk�1��áÂ���b��F[����ô`=\���½`FáÂR��

)�ª� Ë�� �Þ:Ðn�GàG

(7)  a. He speaks/ spoke/ will speak as if  he were a king.  [l� ] 
b. He talks/ talked/ will talk as if  he had been abroad. [``� ]           [Ýí 2005:613]

          
[�»�Huddleston and Pullum (2002)F���?æ�ÀæbJ'n�CRC��as if/ as 
though��?Ð°î�R�
^Rc�CRË�e�G

(8)  a. as if, as thoughkÞ^��5�d���½`àÐA�³ò?Ë�[� �GIt looks 
as if it were going to rain .�½`ÃkR�á�âþb�Î!ªÐ³ò?OÒË�
[� �G[ ½
¿D�âþ@[�á^�``n�âþb�Î!ªÐ³ò?O

Ò``b�[� (Jill looked as if she had seen a ghost .)G
     b. {��bOe\[�!ª@�	n��'x�½e\âÏ�d�RR�x�!ª

Ðh�?b�[�GHe walks as if he is drunk . ����� ��
      c. as ifÐ�ô��sFn as thoughR�e¼xYY�d�G

�<+�<+it looks thatit looks thatk��ck��c

�~kÐ�4.1k������v(i � it looks thatk�±�²[bÙNn�4.2k� it looks 
thatkË[Zb½
��i �½`Fe��bïË�G

|�.�|�.�it looks thatit looks thatk�XY
(1), (2), (3)b (9), (10), (11)cdÎ�Þ:Ð (1),(2),(3)bJ¹GàG

(9)  …, but it looks now that we’re turning the corner.           [ÆÇ 2006:207; LKL. Jul.2000]
(10)  The IB meeting in March considers all proposals discussed at the interim meeting, 
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but it looks very much that this is the road we will tread.                                   [WB]
(11)  Or not so big, maybe, for it looks to me that even covered in shelves of wool and parka hood 

and blanket though he is, my father is smaller, even diminished beneath.                 [WB]
(12)  She pauses for a moment and the van over� ows with the sound of helpless male laughter. 

“Well they were townies you know,” she finally says, “and it looked to me that when townies 
hung out together they all dressed the same, did the same things, went to the same places….”  

     ��                                                        [BNC]
��Þ�åÐ¹n�b�[�G[n\k�F[Pc�e[îRRV/ó#!gñË�

t\e�G�xTR���e\[�RS`����Ð8Õ�KF÷�Î½G"�åÐ

Z[Oe�G�[n\>Re\Ð8ÕKË&ft���Re���ÐPð�=

gbf\��=CRbn\��=!u�e\[�½`F÷�Î½G"à

(13)  They are very interested in any kind of an initiative that the Algerians can put forth, and it looks 
at this point that the Algerians and the French are coordinating their efforts.                     [WB]

    Þ��Ð�¼ôU�_¼KË'x�Îd�^��Ø�"��¼ÖûR\V¸ôËd

��ÕÖ�¼ôU�_¼KR¹!�%KÐ���h¢bqùn½`Rn\[�½

`�d�Gà

(14)  It was those weapons of mass destruction. And the longer that they’re not found and the less 
likely it looks that we’re going to � nd them….            [COCA, Hutton Inquiry Findings, 2004]
Þ[ Ðã^õ§01�de�G[ �Ë#�i F[CRË�PF }F����

[ �b�Z���d�`YYcÐ(PF�Gà

(15)  Q: You are a visiting lecturer at Oxford. Are you surprised by how few people attend church in 
England, considering the great Christian leaders and authors who once lived there? 

A: It’s very sad. England and Europe are on their way out. There’s no way their cultures will 
survive. It looks to me that the domination of Islam will take over. England and France are 
hanging on by a thread.                                                     [COCA, RELIGION, 2009]

ÞQ: �gñ%¹iTbã���áðäj�Î�GkãF _%#ä¤÷J@ÄAË�
Z\CCl÷�CRbSx}�"�_%�Ð�R÷��KÐäÕm�F[C

Rne^n���

��A: R\V,n[CR�ÎG"�_%RìT^g)Ðá�o Fe\e\[^ÎG
"�_%RìT^g)��sËÓeì��G�Ðd
^ ÷G>Re\"%!

��ð�Ë+epË �½`Sx�÷�ÎG"�_%R¹!�%ÐÃX�n

\[�÷�ÎGà

(16)  MS-FARNSWORTH: So some countries the prevention efforts are really making a difference, 
but is it true that in some countries like India, for example, the rate of growth is very high? 

DR-HELENE-GAYLE: The rate of growth in India is still very high. Umm, it looks that HIV 
began probably later.                                          [COCA, Fight Against AIDS, 1996]

ÞMS:d��LRe\7É�h¢Ð�F
�ÍF÷�ÎË�"�b�½`F��Ð�
âx}�(AIDS� )qrvËR\V,[R[`CRÐ~=F÷�Î��

�DR:"�b�qrvÐÝ�V�F
,[÷�ÎGHIVÐ�[�P���-^e�½

�Ù x�y�z�{



���`F÷�ÎGà

(17)  He also talks of the retirees working other jobs. Well, it looks to me that a second job would be 
needed due to the high cost of insurance unless he knows something they do not know about 
living on just $650 a month.                    　　　　　　          [COCA, LETTERS, 2010]
Þ�Ð�9�¦âbn\[�B�JZ[\V	n�G��ËÝ�e� 650bô
�Ó0Î�CRZ[\]�F[CRZ[\°�bVn�Ë]e\[�F�}�

,sr¬��cØZ�¦âËÌÍ�d�½`�R>ÐSx�Gà

yî� (9)�� (17)��âb��R�it looks to K+that�)���V��i �G^��it 
looks (to K ) that¿4Ðh�?Ë��i �é£d� ((9)~(16))GC Ð�it looks (to K ) that 
+ h�?� thatk¿4�HDËâÏ�n\[�CR�ÐFP�ÏH C�� Ce�
^�Ð C
[`FHD�d�CRb�ôn\[�GC ½
�it looks (to K ) that + h�
?Ð��5�½`�"R thatk¿4�HDb	òÎ�V�Rn\XYn\[�G(17)Ð that
k¿4³ò?b�x\[�Ë�[ ÐâÏ�n�CR�ÐFPÝ�ØZ�¦âËÌÍ

F���`R[`CRb	òn\[�G°î��â���bÎ�G

(9)Ð���Ë
Yã\[�"R[`âÏbÅP\	òn\[�G(10)V��� � 
ËZ~N"R[`âÏbÅP\R�x�CRËYY�d�G(11)�!ªV�my father is 
smallerÐÅP\âÏ�d�G(12)V���õt�HÐ�÷F�=gbf\��=CR
bn\��=!u�PR[`âÏbÅP\S	n\[�G(13)V�ÕÖ��¼ôU�
_¼KR¹!�%K��[bïË\[�G(14)Ð�thatk¿°�C �� C��d�`â
ÏÞã^õ§01b�Z��CRàbÅP\	òn\[�G(15)V���"%!��
ð�Ë+epË ��d�`CRb	òn\[�G(16)Ð�thatk�?Ë look�?RkF
e\[�â�½`S� �Ë�ÏHÐh�?OÒ�d�G[�HDÐ�HIVË#Ón�
R[`OÒ�âÏb�l�ÅP�e�lmÞ"�b� AIDSqrvË,[CRà½
	ò
n\[�G

yî���½
�it looks (to K ) thatÐ look�ÅP\S	R[`XYR that¿°�h�
?���½
�that¿4�HDËÏHÓ=�[ bÅP\R�x	òÎ�GC�CR½

�it looks (to K ) thatÐ�âÏ�ÅP\	ò"Rn\XYn\[�Gthatk¿4³ò?
Ë��i �!ªV�=XY�d�G

|�Ù�|�Ù�it looks thatit looks thatkË��i -c�áµkË��i -c�áµ

The Corpus of Historical American EnglishÞ¿�COHAà�Modern English Collection Þ¿�
MECàb��n\[Zb½
 it looks thatkËv(i �½`Fe��qË�çè�1996Ü
Ë¼t�â�d�G[�âÐ (16)ðdn\[�G��

/<+/<+it looks as if/ as though/ likeit looks as if/ as though/ likeR it looks thatit looks thatk��[k��[

�~kÐ�_�TÖõñ�%Ö�� (4b)� it looks thatkR it looks as if/as though/ likeR��[
b�T)%��â½
���Î�G(18)Ð it looks as if�(19)Ð it looks as though�(20), (21)
Ð it looks like�â�d�G
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(18)  Israel’s security cabinet is expected to meet Saturday night to declare a cease-� re in Gaza and 
will keep its forces there in the short term while the next stage of an agreement with Egypt is 
worked out. ‘It looks as if all the pieces of the puzzle are coming together,’ Mark Regev, a 
spokesman for Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, said Friday….  [COCA, New York Times, 2009]

  �Þ"%!�ô��Ýl�tuÕ�Ð�ãv��w¤bxOÎ��cñ^�7ò�d

��Ué#R�ª����ÕÖ�ª�ËVWi �^��yµ��£úÐãv

z{Î���`GÁ|�"%!�ô��¹Tbõ�ôSô#<��% Tñ%²

��d�²TñõºÄ¹Ð�^��)\ô�P�T%Ë&fFe���½`�G"

ROe�Gà

(19)  KING: Beth Karas, Court TV news correspondent, has been with this story since the get go. 
Did they come to a conclusion today?

BETH KARAS, COURT TV CORRESPONDENT: Oh, far from it, Larry. But some 
progress was made today. For example, it looks as though the attorneys who were there on 
the behalf of Larry Birkhead are satisfied that enough DNA has been extracted, samples, so 
that they can do the testing that they want to do, ....                             [LKL, Feb., 2007]

    ÞK: �T#]ºÉ�g}ð�×%õó!%i÷Ð�W¼���C�	�
i�e\
++++++[^n�G��ÐÝ�ç�Un���Î��

B: !_T�[ �C��PP�[^ÎG����Ý�°�����Ðd
^n�G
âx}�!_Tõ6Tñ»gb���
[�~����Ð�³F DNAË�
�éôRn\¾
ti �CRÆ�n\[�½`�x^n�G[�çè�

��Ð��ËÊ~qrb�`CRË�e^ÎGà

(20)  TREBEK: Well, years ago, I wanted to do “Jeopardy” primetime, once a week, 
for big bucks. The networks turned us down. Television is very cyclical, as 
you know. It looks like game shows, quiz shows, are coming back, I think.                                   

[LKL, Nov., 1999]
��ÞT: ëÜD�>Ð�Tôö��"��Jeopardy”b� 1�ãÁb�d�cn�

�e�÷�ÎG]ºÉÞÐ	e�÷�Î½Göe=�½`�]ºÉÐR\V�

�\�n\�G>Ð�ÄT�6)�ñ"\6)Ë�e\e�½`�x�÷�ÎGà

(21)  It looks like it went through the war.                                                                    [ALC]
+++++Þ^��¤�bPd
Ë�\e���[��Gà

  
yî��â½
�it looks as if/ as though/ likeV�it looks thatkR��Î�R¹F[Ëh�
?b�x� ((18), (19), (20))GC��mÐ�I wish I was.., If I was...�½`FV�R�=P�it 
looks as if/ as though/ like¿4�1��Vb³ò?OÒ�³ò?OÒ``�£Î��ÐØ¢
b�`G¼OÎ�R�it looks as if/ as though/ likeKh�?Ð��k�ß �O�tu�?.
�`��Ø¢�!ËÄ[��c��i �R'x�G

(18), (19), (20)Ð�as if/ as though/ like¿°h�?b�x\[�GC�!ª�it looks that
kR�� as if/ as though/ like¿°�HDbÅP\âÏRn\R�x�CRÐ�e�Ë�as 
if/ as though/ like�Äe½
�[�âÏ�	òb%�\[�R[`�âÏ�ÅP\�^"R

�| x�y�z�{



n\XYn\[�G(21)�½` like¿°�³ò?Ë��i \[�!ªÐ�C ^��Ð
�³´d��
âÏ�Î�CRbOe\[�G

�<+�<+it seems thatit seems thatkR it looks thatit looks thatk��[k��[

���Àì�Ð�lookR seemÐ�=�d�R[`îïËde�Gn�n�ÆÇ (2006)Ð seem
R lookÐ~ã\F�ô���Ëd�CRbÌc�e�T%fV seemÐÃv\FS	�look
ÐÅP���S	R���bÌc\[�G~kÐ�_�TÖñ�%Ö�� (4c)� it seems that
kR it looks thatk��[wwb��G
�(22)�� (24)Ð�it seems (to K ) thatk�â�d�G°î�â½
�it seems thatkÐe�
T%f�¤À�
�thatk¿°Ðh�?ËÞe�ÏH C�^�Ð Ce�âÏbÃ
v\S	n\[�R[x�Gthatk�HDÐâÏF���1��VÐh�?�d�Gâ
x}�(22)�!ªÐ�dF�ÐPQ�ËF["R[`âÏb>�Ãv\S	½
ïË\
[�G(23)Ð�����d��Ð�xF[%�_Ö�¼ô\FZFË
b�å�V�
���õ�=�{e\[�G(24)V(�Ð�eF[� ��ãeF�Ê��b�h��
��ZR[`Ã��d�>��=�bïË\[�G

(22)  It seems to me that you don’t have much choice.                                              [LAAD 2]
��ÞdF�ÐPQ�Ëd^
F[½`>ÐSx�Gà

(23)  PALMER:.... And she says in the article that she met him on one date and four days later she 
was madly in love with him. So it seems that she feels like there is some very big spiritual 
connection between them and that they were meant to be and that her subconscious is 
attracted to his subconscious....                                           [COCA, CNN Velez, 2010]

ÞP: îâ�����åÐ&���öT#��Õe\�4���<e���d�C
RbOe\[^ÎG��������Ð°�R\VãeF%�_Ö�¼ô\F

ç�ZeËd�½`FÛËn\�ÏH[`�de\�[n\�å��Ô��Ð

���Ô���eZ�� �½`F÷�ÎGà

(24)  “.... I think I’m a great putter, sometimes an incredible putter. It seems that every time I come 
back from a big disappointment I win.”                                                                    [BNC]

��Þ�>ÐÝ���F���`R��e\[^n�G�³�VkãF)�Tb¯ZK�

�RS[^În�á	�=� F[)�Tb¯�^ÎGãeF�Ê��b�h��

��Z½`F÷�ÎG"à

�C�CR½
�it seems thatkÐ�âÏ�Ãv\	ò"Rn\XYn\[�G

�<+�<+it looks thatit looks thatk�W
b��x���k�W
b��x���

�ÆÇ (2006)Ð�it looks thatkÐ it seems thatk�Ø�½
�e����d�RïË\[
�G~kÐ�C�'x�bð¬�e���`��\[PG

�2k�EÍn� dummy itbÃ�RÎ� appear, feel, look, seem, soundË�o�pq�� 
b�x��b�R��^Rc�V�ËTable 2�d�G
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Table 2  appear, feel, look, seem, sound�o�pq&�

�
onF�Ë�C� 5Z�1��`��seemÐÎË\�o�pqb�xVeRVO
óF1��d�CRË��
�o�pq�Ð as ifËOó�d�CRË���G¼OÎ�R�
dummy it + appear/feel/look/seem/sound + as ifËOó�)���d
��³ò"ËÃ�
�XY�d�G

�4k½
�lookË it looks thatk�)��b¬ZCRË���Fe�GC ½

Table 2Ð°î�½`�£F�G�£wÐn���în\[�G

Table 3  appear, feel, look, seem, sound��n[o�pq&�

it looks thatkËv(i �½`Fe�À´Ð�ÆÇ (2006)�O� \[��
�it seems 
thatk�Ø�½
�e�R'x�GØ�RÐ��V� (Form)AË�~ã��?�ÐF�e
�9�V�B�½�XY x, d�[Ð�ô yÞC��ô yÐ[
 �n[½�XYRn\Ï�
i �àbOýÎ��m�CR"ÞÆÇ+1999:74à�d�Git looks thatk�!ª�Ø�½

�ô\Ø[n\[� seemË¾�o�pq (it seems thatk )b lookV¾�½`Fe�
R'x�G^��Table 3½
�it appear/ feel/ look/ seem/ sound + thatkÐr&sn�)�
�R'x�GlookR seemÐ�&�o�pqb�x�Ë���o�pq�V lookR seemË
¬Z~ã��ôÐ�� \��
�]�³�ËFi \[�G

�<+�<+it looks thatit looks thatk�W
b��F7d� Àk�W
b��F7d� À

�~kÐ�it looks thatkËØ�b+e Cn�F�d� Àb'x\[PG
Inoue (2009a,b, forthcoming)Ð�����v(i � pirate version, and yet, until to�
¹ºT\Ë�`[` Àuv[\W
bZ�bïË�G[� ÀR[`�Ð�O�tu�

?.�d�GO�tu�?.Ð�Ï�\õùú\F³´�?bÜ�Î�!ªÓ=��s�

?.&��(Î�S�ê�_T�d�G[�?.Ð�MNb�xF[DÚ��e�®


��F��bÎ�R[`Ø¢�!R[ RÐÇ�l���Ë\^ �GC����Î� À

b¦bi �i�ãeF ÀÐ�O��~n\F�I�d��¯è\F�S��"�d�ÞÙ

�ÐÆÇõxy (2006)bJ¹àGInoue (2009a,b, forthcoming)Ð�pirate versionÐØ¢�!�

�� x�y�z�{



and yet, until toÐ��½
Wbn�R��n�GDk�VïË�Ë�it looks thatkÐØ
�½
r&sn�)���d�GØ�ËÓ=��Ð�lookR seem�~n\F�ô��[
Ðìe\[�Ë�[ ��ãeF��ËF� }��=)�� (it looks/seems thatk )�Ø
¢bn[\��n½`R[`K��O��\FcnËÄ[�çè�e�V��d�G¼OÎ

�R�Ø�ËÓ=�F�d��ÐO�tu�?.�Ø¢�!�d�R[x�G

ï<+ï<+it looks thatit looks thatkëÎ� informantinformantqr
�CC�Ð�4�5�6k�ý� �çèËð¬i ���`�b��I�	JÞ"�_%
K 1æ�ó³üK 2æ�¼S_óK 3æànon�çèb�ÍÎ�G°î�no�Ð�(i)
it looks thatkË�âÏ�ÅP\	ò"Rn\XYn\[���`� (25a,b,c)�(ii)it looks that
kR it looks as if/ as though/ likeR�]�³�Ë�e\[���`� (25a,b,c,d)�(iii)it looks that
kR it seems thatk�jkbò9�e\[���`� (25e,f)Ë�(F�½`FnoRn�G

(25)  Please � ll in the blanks below by choosing the most suitable words given Please � ll in the blanks below by choosing the most suitable words given as ifas if , , as as 
thoughthough , , likelike , and, and  thatthat .
a.  She pauses for a moment and the van overflows with the sound of helpless male laughter. 

“Well they were townies you know,” she � nally says, “and it looked to me (           ) 
when townies hung out together they all dressed the same, did the same things, 
went to the same places….” 

b.  The Iraqis have indicated that they’re still interested in some kind of initiative by the 
French. They are very interested in any kind of an initiative that the Algerians can put 
forth, and it looks at this point (           ) the Algerians and the French are 
coordinating their efforts.                                                                 

c.   It was those weapons of mass destruction. And the longer that they’re not found and the 
less likely it looks (                ) we’re going to � nd them….

 d.  DUPRE:... It could have been his father. It could have been something that’s (sic) gone on 
with the marriage. Who knows? We really don’t (sic.) know a lot about that. 
BEHAR: Well, it looks (          ) he was very sti� ed as a child. It was all about golf 
and performing and like that....

Please � ll in the blanks below by choosing the most suitable words given Please � ll in the blanks below by choosing the most suitable words given appearappear , , feel , , 
look , seem and  and soundsound .
e.  And she says in the article that she met him on one date and four days later she was madly 

in love with him. So it (       ) that she feels like there is some very big spiritual 
connection between them and that they were meant to be and that her subconscious is 
attracted to his subconscious....     

f.  “I knew I was going to be tough to beat this week. I think I’m a great putter, sometimes an 
incredible putter. It (       ) that every time I come back from a big disappointment I 
win.”
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Table 4 (25)� informantqrçè

Table 4Ð���Û�pxb�½
 2T�în\d�G(25a,b,c)Ð�it looks thatkËÌ
c� ���it looks as if/ as though/ likeR�ò9ËFi \[���`�b��n�V��
d�G[�çè�"�¹iT²�#��`Ð it looks thatkÐC ^���CRËF[R[`
½`F�`Vde�Ë�thatbPQn�GC Ð�it looks thatkRØ[� it seems thatk++ 
h�?R[`)��Ë��n�R'x�G(25d)Ð�it looks thatkR it looks as if/ as though/ like
�ò9ËFi \[���`��qr�d�Gas if/ as though/ like¿4³ò?b�x�!
ªÐ�as if/ as though/ likebPQÎ�G(25a,b,c)�çè�d� thatk¿4h�?ËP�HÐ
thatËPQi �³ò?ËP�HÐ as if/as though/likeËPQi �CR½
�it looks thatk
Ð~5�ïË�XYb¬��it looks as if/as though/ like R it looks thatkÐ�(ò9i \[
�G(25e,f)� seemR look��[bò9n\[���`�qrn�çè�"�¹iT²�#Ð
seemR look��[bò9n\[�GTable 4½
�~³´�ý� �çèËð¬i �CRË
���G

.²<+.²<+dummy itdummy it�p� it appears/ sounds/ feels that…it appears/ sounds/ feels that…��n[o�pq��n[o�pq

~kÐ�Table 3� ×RFe\[� it appears like, it feels to-in� nitive, it sounds to-in� nitive
�)��Ëv(i �appear, feel, soundË��Fo�pqb#�i \[����Î�G
�(26), (27)Ð it appears like + h�?�â��5�½`�"R[`tãâ�ÅP\�^Rn
\XYn\[�GC Ð�it looks like + h�?�Ø�½
�e�V�R'x�G
(26)  So when the Congress this week, and it appears like they’re going to � nalize it this week....   

                                                         [COCA, ABC This week, 2007]
��ÞÝ���Õ�Ð���Ð[ )fbZ��½`�d� ....à
(27)  And all along, John, you and I have talked about the fact that it appears like Howard K. Stern is 

sort of dangling this baby as the prize to what appears to be an increasingly desperate Larry 
Birkhead.                                                                             [COCA, Fox Gibson, 2007]

��ÞW¼���U���dF�R>Ð�ÈäTbõKõ%�T�ËÌ¦�½`�x�
!_Tõ6Tñ»gb�ÅRn\C���B÷b� ���n\[�½`FâÏ

Z[\	n\e�Gà

�¨ x�y�z�{



~ã�appear = look like�d��� appear�� likeV\^ \[�Ð
�d�Ë�it appears 
likeËv(i ��Ð��ËÄ[�çè�d�G^��it appears like + h�?F��Ð³ò?
b�[�½
h�?b�[��`Ë1�b�si �Ø¢b�!�e�CR½�R'x�G

�� it feels to-in� nitiveËv(i ���`�qË�çè�(28)�½` how it feels to~
�)����[� �~³´ËlmRÎ�)��Ðv(i F�e�G

(28)  I’m not homosexual or asexual. I’ve been in love and fallen out of love so I know how it feels 
to have been divorced without the formalities.                                                        [BNC]

��Þ>Ð�c�J�VOcJ�Vd
^ ÷GC ^� ¡�\�^��kËic�


n\e^n�G�����ÞeFn��¢£Ë��½`FV����e\[^ÎGà

�it sounds to-in� nitive�)��Vv(i F�e�Gn�n~5RÐëwF[Ë�not as 
easy/hard as it sounds to-in� nitiveÞ5Î�CRÐO`��DE /â�FCR�ÐF[àR[
`)��Ëv(i ���°îâbd��G(31)Ð�not as simple as it sounds to-in� nitive
Þ5Î���{|�ÐF[à�)���d�G

(29)  But Clarence made a very good point, and that is, they have to - they have their support 
systems with them. It’s not as easy as it sounds to move. You know, if you leave your family 
and friends, you have nothing.                                                      [COCA, spoken 1992]

��Þn�nñ!º�%Ð�[[¤Àbn�GZ^
��Ð���� T#�%]�Ëd

e�G1�ÎCRÐO`��DEFCR�F[GZ^
�Ah@!Ub�¤\�F��

°VFPF�Gà

(30)  There is strong evidence from dozens of population studies that a high intake of fruits and 
veggies leads to reduced cancer risks. “It’s not as hard as it sounds to get five servings in,” says 
Gladys Block, Ph.D., of the National Cancer Institute.                     [COCA, written, 1991]

��Þ�^¹ôTÜ@,¥b¦¾Î�CRÐ§�_%ñb°��R[`�P�ñð�³

´½
ãeF�×Ëd�G�5�Ø�¹ôTÜVnPÐ,¥b¾�CRÐO`��
�n[CR�ÐF["R�b§ê��T�¡!öò%õû^gñ¨�ÐO`Gà

(31)  All headache sufferers should look for the factors that produce their headaches, but it is often 
not as simple as it sounds to identify them.                                                                [WB]
Þå©�ªn÷�[�KÐÎË\�å©bÓ�tÎÍ�bÝntÎËe�d�Ë�[

 �bgòÎ��ÐO`��DEFCR�ÐF[Gà

�yî�ý� �çèb^Rc�V�Ë Table 5�d�G~³´�ý� �çèbn��
�Ín\d�G
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Table 5  ~³´�ý� � appear, feel, look, seem, sound�o�pq&�

Table 5½
�appear, look, seemË 4�Ø�o�pqb¬ZGC Ðyïn��
��ô
\Ø[n\[�V� (appear, look, seem)Ë�W[��b�x���Fo�pqb#�
i �R[`Ø��Äe½�G

�yî�çè½
ý� ��n[)�� it appears/ looks/ seems + likeË[ - ò9i
 \[���`�b��I�	Jnon�G

(32)  Please � ll in the blanks below by choosing the most suitable words given Please � ll in the blanks below by choosing the most suitable words given appearappear , , look , , 
and and seemseem.

     a.  So when the Congress this week, and it (                 ) like they’re going to 
� nalize it this week....

b.  And all along, John, you and I have talked about the fact that it (                  ) 
like Howard K. Stern is sort of dangling this baby as the prize to what 
appears to be an increasingly desperate Larry Birkhead.  

c.  .... Greta, it’s not exaggerating to say it (                   ) like a bomb went off. 
That young boy you saw hurt, he has a badly injured foot....         

d.  TREBEK: Well, years ago, I wanted to do “Jeopardy” primetime, once a week, for a 
big bucks. The networks turned us down. Television is very cyclical, as you know. 
It (                         ) like game shows, quiz shows, are coming back, I think.

e.  His goal is to raise it to 25 percent or even 30 percent of the economy. That has to come 
from higher taxes. ... It has to come from this new bank tax that they’re talking about. 
Every day, it (                        ) like there’s a new tax idea coming out of this 
administration or their friends on the Hill.

f.  Remember, this whole green economy is built on a notion that man is causing global 
warming. Michael Mann is at the center of that. And these E-mails that they were 
all looking at – it (                ) like the scientists themselves don’t believe there is such a 
consensus, because they have a conclusion that man is causing it.

�² x�y�z�{



Table 6  (32)� informantqrçè

Table 6���Ð��½
 2Z��TË��Û�Ëe��d�G(32a,b)�çè½
�
appearR look�����bPQÎ��Ð�n[½`�d�Ë��«��FË�ò9Ð
n\[�½`�d�G(32c)~(32f)�çèÐ�"�¹iT²�#Ë[ - ���ghb
ÀNn\[�R[`CRbÍn\[�G

..<+ç�..<+ç�

�Table 7bJ¹i �[G

Table 7 ~5�ý� ��n[¹ºT\�gh

Table 7Ð�~5�ý� � appear, look��n[o�pqR[ ��XY���b�x�
eÔ�k3R������ËÄ[\[��b�Ín�V��d�GTable 7½
�¿°�C
RË���G

(a) ¯è\F�S����cO��6!�%bZ�i�e\[�O�tu�?.���
�"R�Ø¢�!"`���J�Äe½
�ô\Ø[n\[�J��Ë�W[�)�

���b�x�Ø�b Cn�it looks that + h�?ËÓ=�CRË���GIt looks that
kÐ�it seems thatk�it appears thatkRVkF
�âÏ�ÅP\	ò"Rn\XYn\
[�G

(b) It looks that + ³ò?�!ª��ô\FMNb�xF[DÚ�����Î�R[`k3
½
 it seems that, it looks as if/as though/ like + ³ò?Ë��b�«nÞØ�àWbn�
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)��R'x�G���it looks as if/as though/ likeËh�?b�x��Ð�k3ËF�
Äe it looks that + h�?�Ø�½�R'x�G
(c) It appears like + h�?Ð�it looks like + h�?�Ø�½
Ó=�)��R'x�GC
�)��W
b��F�Ð���ÞØâ��d� appearR look likeb��\�e�
appear likeàRØ¢�!Þ³ò?b��Î�½
h�?b��Î��`Ë1���VbnP
CRË�e�àËÄ[\[�G

C�CR½
~5Ð�����v(i ��n[¹ºT\Ë�O�tu�?.�Ä�

bu«Ø�Ëo�pq��b�«n�n[)��Ë�e�[�)��Ër&sn\[

�CRb���n�G
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